
EASY TO ACCESS

Campus users will be able to access the public course schedule using the

existing links on cortland.edu pages, myRedDragon, or directly from the

SRRS web page. Campus users will have additional advanced features when

logged in via myRedDragon.

NEW COURSE SCHEDULE
NEXT-GENERATION SCHEDULING FEATURES

QUICK FILTERING

You will have the option to access information more quickly by filtering text

directly within drop-down menus.

CONTROL YOUR VIEW

You are able to tailor your view of search results by sorting, resizing columns,

adding or removing columns, and choosing how many results to review at a

time.

QUICKLY ACCESS COURSE DETAILS

By selecting a course title, you can review all of the important details of a

course, without leaving the search page.

INFORMATION SHARING

Academic departments can add additional information and links to course

listings. This gives departments the ability to post critical information such as

material requirements, technical requirements or specialized schedules.

RESPONSIVE AND MOBILE-FRIENDLY

A major benefit to moving to the new Banner 9 web services, is the fact that

pages are all "mobile first" and work seamlessly on phones, tablets and

computer screens.

ADVANCED SEARCHING

The new course schedule lets you search using virtually any element of a

course. New features include searching by instructor, searching by building

and advanced time and day filtering. In addition, you can craft complex

searches by including multiple choices with each search item.
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NEW COURSE SCHEDULE
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Is the schedule public, or is it just for students and faculty?

The course schedule is available to the public.  When students, faculty and

staff are logged in, they will have access to additional search features.

 

Will I use this when I register?

Yes.  The course schedule is a variant of the schedule that will be used when

adding and dropping courses.  This means, you will have a seamless

registration experience and will not be required to view different versions of

the schedule. We anticipate rolling out improved registration features for the

Fall 2020 pre-registration window.

 

Is the schedule real time?

Yes. The schedule is real time and any changes that occur in registration will

be immediately reflected on the schedule.  In addition the schedule uses term

and catalog-appropriate course descriptions and information.

 

Can I still see "class notes" and special notices?

Yes. You can view class notes for courses - without leaving the page - by

clicking the course title within search results. Select "Requirements and

Notes". Class notes have also been expanded to include additional

information such as required materials and web links.

 

Will I still be able to access textbook information?

Yes. The schedule of classes still includes a link to the College's textbook

lookup tool.  Simply click on the "Textbook Information" link in the course

details.

 

Will this work on my phone or tablet?

Yes.  A major reason for moving to new services is that they are designed to

work with a broad array of screens and devices. The new schedule is mobile-

friendly and responsive.

 

Can I use the former schedule still?

The former schedule will remain online through Spring 2020 to give users an

opportunity to transition, and to give the campus an opportunity to update

web pages, documents, instructions and guidance. It will be retired in early

June 2020.

 

When searching for departments or subjects, the full title is shown.  Do

I search by title or code?

Either will work. The schedule searches for codes (prefixes) and the formal

name when filtering.  You can search using any combination, and you can

select multiple departments and subjects when searching.

 

Can I search by keyword?

Yes. The schedule lets you search for keywords using an exact phrase, all of

the text entered, or just a portion of text.  The keyword options search within

the course description, title, subject and associated notes and information.
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